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L’Assedio/The Siege is a dance-theatre play, an experimental and intercultural artistic project where the dialogue between east and west is at the center of the scenic
creation. The fusion of artists from different countries
and cultures among which are lebanon, burkina faso,
italy, argentina and romania, becomes key to sharing and
discussing different themes of oppression.
Thanks to the work of the lebanese choreographer
bassam abou diab, author of the award-winning under
the flash, and under the direction of monica ciarcelluti,
the theater company has carried out a careful study of
the gestures from ritual origins of different cultures and
in particular focus on the arab world, its religious celebrations and its music traditions. Can these gestures transform into individual and collective actions? Can they
depict the world of the victims of a siege, oppression or
exclusion?
L'assedio/the siege is based on a gestural grammar and
language that draws its base from islamic religious
rituals (prayer, suﬁ dance and ashura) and from their
fragmentation, up to joining them in a dynamic form of
art accompanied by music. Music becomes an expression tool in a drama combination centered around two
fundamental elements, from the classic greek drama: the
chorus and the hero and the evolving relationship between these two.
The scenic writing is based not only on the actions and
movement but also on the word, sound and voice use
through linguistic polyphony. The texts included in the
drama come from rewritings of sartre, brecht, camus,
euripides and of current texts of the political and media
world.

the artistic
project

sult

In an open work the performance stages nine actors
and dancers. The objective of the director and the choreographer is giving life to a performance in progress
that through its residential nature can accomodate
within its circle dancers and actors from different countries.
This is because the inclusion of different cultures and
experiences creates an investigative and artistic bridge
to the crucial themes that will always be kept alive, regenerating the scenic writing.

The struggle
is always the result
of a collective effort

director’s
notes
The meeting between monica and bassam. The beginning of their artistic dialogue originated from the need to
answer these questions: what is the contemporary idea of
europe/western and of non europe/east? Who are the
winners and who are the losers nowadays? From these
thoughts the scenic writing is born, both through the word
and through the study of gestures. How can the religious
rituals transform into actions and movements that fuse
and transform into individual and collective reactions?
An existential work, which reminds of sartre where ideally
there are no leaders and movements are born spontaneously and where the ﬁght is always the result of a collective action.

press review

National premiere took place on August 23rd during the
Estatica 2019 at the Arena, Marina di Pescara.
Public turnout: 150 people.
Scheduled dates:
CAFFEINE Contemporary Dance Festival (Lecco)
MATTA IN SCENA festival 2020 (Pescara)
TEATRO STABLE D'ABRUZZO (To be announced)

What is now false of what we have said:
Some or all?
Who can we still count on?
Are we just leftovers, cast out Of the river of life?
Shall we remain behind Understanding no one and
understood by none?
(B. Brecht)
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